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The Green Values® website has been updated to help plan green infrastructure solutions to prevent flooding for single buildings or larger neighborhood and community scale efforts.

















Learn more about the new Green Values® Calculator or get started using it here.


















Additional Resources

Additional information on Green Infrastructure are available from the resources page of this website and at the Center for Neighborhood Technology publication library on green infrastructure topics.

View Publication Library































Our Focus on Green Infrastructure

Green infrastructure is a critical part of a sustainable city and region for a number of reasons:








Green Infrastructure Saves Money


	Green infrastructure performs many of the same services as gray infrastructure, such as stormwater management, flood control and water quality, but often at a reduced cost and more reliably.
	Cost savings is critically important, as the USEPA, General Accounting Office and American Society of Civil Engineers agree that the nation needs to spend between $300 billion and $1 trillion to fund drinking and wastewater needs over next 20 years.










Green Infrastructure Supports Sustainability


	Wetlands, parks and other types of open spaces are a critical component of the sustainability of a region. Just try to imagine a neighborhood or community without a park or trees. Hard to do, isn’t it? And yet park districts and forestry and natural resources divisions face a constant struggle to obtain the necessary resources to fund these spaces.
	If treated as infrastructure, however, open spaces and recreational areas could be treated as an investment, not an expense.











Green Infrastructure Better Uses Limited Resources


	Governments not only spend less to install and maintain most green infrastructure, green infrastructure provides a host of ancillary benefits, such as increased recreation and open space, community building opportunities and better air and water quality.
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